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Book by Wise, Stephen R.

Brilliant, timely, and indispensable. . . . Parkinson writes with authority on military, political, social,
and cultural history, reconstructing the story of this critical period as it actually unfolded, with
everything happening at once.--Annette Gordon-Reed, New York Review of Books[Takes] a
fresh look at the Revolutionary War and the communication of strategies of the founding
fathers.--Eric Coller, Binghamton UniversityDeeply researched and powerfully argued.--U.S.
Intellectual History Book ReviewsParkinson's scholarship shines with his attention to very
specific details.--Journal of Colonialism and Colonial HistoryClear prose and logical structure
make it a joy to read. . . . Parkinson's impressive analysis . . . will force future scholars to engage
with his uncomfortable argument that American independence rested on racism and
ethnocentrism.--Common-PlaceParkinson has captured something of the panicked and often
explicitly racially demonizing culture of the revolutionary period with this new and valuable take
on familiar sources relevant to the field of early American studies.--American
QuarterlyConvincingly demonstrates that race and racism were not afterthoughts to the rhetoric
of equality of rights but were deeply integrated into the founding years of the United States.--
Journal of American HistoryEngrossing. . . . A must-read for anyone interested in the American
Revolution and issues of race.--Library Journal, starred review[A] sophisticated, textual
analysis . . . [revealing] much about the nature and legacy of the American Revolution.--William
and Mary QuarterlyParkinson's balance between patriotism and prejudice injects The Common
Cause with a certain timeliness in an age in which questions of journalistic accuracy, rhetoric,
and representation are heavy on the minds of American readers.--H-Net ReviewsWonderfully
written and deeply researched. . . . Reveals a very different and much darker picture of the
revolution. . . . Full of illuminating insights about familiar events.--William and Mary
QuarterlySeveral aspects of Parkinson's work are particularly impressive, but what stands out is
the sheer ambition of the task he has successfully brought to fulfilment.--The English Historical
ReviewPersuasively explains the intensely racialized nature of citizenship in the newly
independent U.S. and the long-standing problems posed by the exclusion of Americans of
indigenous or African heritage from the 'common cause" of the Revolution.--Publishers
WeeklyOne of the most significant studies in of the Revolution in years. It sweeps the entire war;
connects cultural, military, and political concerns; contains the best survey of American
newspapers during this period; and argues persuasively that fear of blacks and Indians formed
the psychic center of the new nation. Highly recommended.--CHOICEEven as he builds on the
existing scholarship about the Revolution, Parkinson recasts our understanding of the
Revolutionary War and its lasting impact.--Virginia Magazine of History and



BiographyReviewWhat did it mean to belong to the American People in the Revolutionary era?
Robert Parkinson presents a new origin story based on the centrality of matters of exclusion,
especially race, to the Revolution. Bringing colonists into 'the common cause' meant excluding
native and black people, whether they supported it or not. They would have no place among 'the
People of the United States' as that People gave itself identity and form.--Edward Countryman,
Southern Methodist UniversityRobert Parkinson's extraordinary book persuasively makes the
case that 'propagation,' not 'propaganda,' created unity in America during the Revolutionary War.
Newspapers throughout the continent propagated 'war stories' that stressed the threat from
internal enemies. Parkinson offers an innovative interpretation of the Revolution and its aftermath
that not only explains much about the disconnect between the revolutionaries' rhetoric and their
attitudes toward non-Anglo peoples, but that also reveals the origins of a bifurcation evident in
historical scholarship to this day.--Mary Beth Norton, Cornell UniversityThe field of the American
Revolution has not seen many game-changing books in the twenty-first century, but this is one.
Political history meets military history meets cultural history here in an argument about both the
nature of the Revolutionary War and the emerging U.S. political culture. The narrative integrates
white fears of native Americans and African Americans into the story, explaining what happened
between 1775 and 1783 with tremendous implications for the future of the nation.--David
Waldstreicher, The Graduate Center, City University of New YorkIn a brilliant reexamination of
the American Revolution, Robert Parkinson shows how American patriots deployed newspapers
to unite the colonies in common cause against the British. Through these 'founding stories,'
white Americans marginalized, demonized, and excluded enslaved people and native
Americans, shaping the Revolutionary narrative down to the present day.--Rosemarie Zagarri,
George Mason UniversityAbout the AuthorRobert G. Parkinson is associate professor of history
at Binghamton University.Read more
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David Thomas, “Excellent Source. Great information found nowhere else on this ignored topic.
The detailed presentation indicates much effort by the author. Well done.”

Red Harvest, “Thorough, well-researched, and objective examination of Confederate blockade
running.. Stephen Wise, the author of Gate of Hell: Campaign for Charleston Harbor, 1863, has
written another excellent book. This objective treatise about Confederate steam powered
blockade running is thorough, without being exhausting to the reader. It covers the subject with
ample maps, sketches/photos, tables and text. Summarizing from the book: nearly 300
steamers made 1300 attempts, of which 1,000 were successful. 221 vessels were captured or
destroyed. The South imported 400,000 rifles (60%), 1/3rd of its lead, 2/3rd of its salt peter for
gunpowder, as well as a great number of blankets, clothing, shoes, and leather goods.This is not
a romanticized, detailed retelling of many blockade running stories. A reader in search of such a
tactically oriented story telling work would likely be disappointed. However, neither is the book
simply a dry collection of statistics and organizational descriptions, for it also has concise
retellings of many pertinent blockade running attempts. These accounts provide the reader with
a feel for the trade, the skill and resourcefulness of the captains, and how methods evolved over
time as both the blockade runners, and the blockaders improved in quality and numbers.The
book focuses almost exclusively on steam powered blockade runners, dismissing the numerous
sailing ship attempts as having a negligible impact on the war effort. One of the few omissions
from the book is adequate statistics and detailed explanation of why this was so (size,
vulnerability, etc.)There is a treasure trove of information in this work for anyone seeking a better
understanding of the strategic aspect of arming and supplying the South. The strengths and
weaknesses of the Union blockade are exposed from the vantage point of the blockade runners.
Wise illustrates the failings of "King Cotton" diplomacy early in the war. He demonstrates how
Southern blockade running was hampered by a lack of central control, multiple competing
efforts, and over reliance on private enterprise. The South had ample opportunity early to ship
cotton and bring in war materiel while the Federal blockade was a token force. Unfortunately, the
Confederacy's policy of cutting off the cotton supply prevented it from effectively using its only
valuable financial asset, and arms flowed in much more slowly than they should have early in the
war. As a result, the rights to cotton were sold at ¼ market value rather than obtaining better
compensation, and cotton bonds were discounted even more as Southern military reverses
occurred.What stands out is the transformation of Wilmington, NC from a minor developing port
into the premiere deepwater port for the South, and the final lifeline for Lee's army in Virginia.226
pages of the primary text includes 25 maps. Following that are 101 pages of detailed
appendices about attempts at each port, those captured/destroyed/lost, and a summary of the
known specifications for each steam blockade runner. Notes and bibliography occupy a further
50 pages. Additionally, there are 36 drawings, photos, and sketches of steamers, and prominent



figures.Note: My softcover copy does not seem to have the binding problem mentioned by
another reviewer--at least not so far. I've seen that sort of problem in books before, but not in
this one, so perhaps I have a different printing.”

Greg Sheppard, “A wealth of information!. This is the book you need if you have an interest in
Confederate blockade runners. It lists ports and shipping dates. It also has a pretty
comprehensive list of runners with details about each. There is a narrative that explains the
dynamics behind the runners and the companies that owned them. This is a serious historical
reference more than an entertaining narrative.”

REALITY_BITES, “WELL WRITTEN! THIS COVERS A LITTLE KNOWN PART OF .... WELL
WRITTEN! THIS COVERS A LITTLE KNOWN PART OF THE CONFEDERACY MAINLY THE
NAVAL EFFORTS TO SUPPLY THE SOUTH WITH GOODS AND SERVICES. I HAD NO IDEA
OF THE MAGNITUDE OF THE EFFORT TO SUPPLY THE WAR EFFORT. THE NUMBER OF
SHIPS USED IS STAGGERING.”

James Shillinglaw, “Five Stars. Great Book!! Very important and easy to read book. Great for any
historian!!”

Barrie W. Bracken, “Blood Transfusions for the South at War. This excelent book is well worth the
price for anyone interested in the American Civil War. The author is well known to Civil War
students (I hate the word "buff") and the publisher is safe. SouthCarolina Press has published
very little in history that is not above average. Unlike some readers I find no problem with the
paperback binding, and the print is easy to read.The South depended on the export of
agricultural products, particularly cotton for trade for manufactured goods, especially war
material to sustain the population and the war effort. The decision to blockade the Southern
ports was as improtant to the Nothern victory as the Anaconda plan to squeexe the South
geographically and contain its movements. And there was a large coastal area composed of the
eastern seaboard and the Gulf of Mexico. Much of the coast lacked means of transporting
exports or imports to and from the coast, but a few major ports did a remarkable job during the
first years of the war when the Uion had too few ships to effect a good blockade. Then things
went bad for the South. Texas was lost which hurt the trade with Mexico, Vicksburg and other
Mississippi River ports were closed and New Orleans was lost. The whole area of the
Confederacy known as Kirby-Smith's Confederacy, the South west of the Mississippi was lost.
The few ports that remained for the Confederacy were even more important. Confederate
raiders such as the Alabama destroyed Northern commerce and the blockade runners brought
as much as they could out of and into the South.The hunger for cotton gave the blockaders extra
motive for effectiveness. When an outbound ship with a load of cotton was captured the product
was shipped North and the crew and officers profited. The effectiveness of the blockaders



eventually took King Cotton from his throne and cost the South dearly. The importing of arms
and powder was curtailed by the blockade effectiveness as much as the lack of product to
exchanbge with Europe or the islands.Blockade running vessels whioch were stoped by the
Union nNavy became blockade vessels. The Union Navy's success in shutting ports limited the
ability of the South to produce blockade runners and limited the necessary trade even more.This
book does not tell the marvelous st]ories that have been left for us of adventures on running the
blockade, that is left for other books and writers. What this volume offers us in great detail is the
equally interesting stories of how the blockade was managed by both sides.”

The book by Stephen R. Wise has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 19 people have provided feedback.
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